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ABSTRACT
In this paper we explore the use of nonlinear Teager 
Energy Operator based features derived from multi-
resolution sub-band analysis for classification of 
emotional/stressful speech. We propose a novel scheme 
for automatic sub-band weighting in an effort towards 
developing a generic algorithm for understanding emotion 
or stress in speech. We evaluate the proposed algorithm
using a corpus of audio material from a military stressful 
Soldier of the Quarter Board evaluation panel. We 
establish classification performance of emotional/stressful 
speech using an open speaker set with open test tokens. 
With the new frequency distribution based scheme, we 
obtain a relative detection error reduction of 81.3% in 
stress speech, and a 75.4% relative detection rate 
reduction in neutral speech detection error rate. The 
results suggest a important step forward in establishing an 
effective processing scheme for developing generic 
models of neutral and emotional speech. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of detecting emotion in speech has been the 
subject of a number of studies [1, 2, 3]. Much of the 
current effort on detecting emotions has been aimed at 
detecting emotion for improving the robustness of speech 
recognition algorithms. However, depending on the type 
of emotion or task induced stress condition, reliable 
detection, even in noise free environments, continues to 
be a challenging task. Reliable stress detection requires 
that a speaker change their neutral speech production 
process in a consistent manner so that extracted features 
can detect and perhaps quantify the change. However, 
there is significant variability in how different speakers 
convey stress or emotion. A previous study on stress 
speech classification [1] resulted in the formation of a 
nonlinear Teager Energy Operator (TEO) based feature 
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CB-AutoEnv. That study considered a critical band 
ion where autocorrelation area coefficients were 

ined for each filter band. Our recent research[10] 
onfirmed that the presence of stress in speech, for 
d speech phonemes, is not uniformly distributed 
s frequency. Initially, we selected four frequency 
ands that’s showed the lowest classification error, to 
ruct a simple weighted scoring scheme. However, it 
s to reason that there should be a more formal way to 

ine the sensitive sub-bands that are consistent for 
/neutral classification. This is especially important if 
nsider new speakers within the stress classification 

rio. Therefore, our goal is to formulate an algorithm 
tomatic sub-band selection and weighting to obtain 

est system for emotional speech classification. This 
ithm would take us a step closer to a generic 
ssing sequence for obtaining models of new 
ons in a fixed speaker environment of new input 
ers for voice telephony or interactive systems. 
nother motivation for addressing emotional/stressful 
h classification is to better understand physical 
h modeling and associated speech feature estimation 
dures. The idea of using TEO instead of the 
only used mean squared energy, is to take 
tage of the modulation energy tracking capability of 
feature. This property is especially useful here 
se we believe that when a person is under stress, 
ological changes occur in their vocal fold movement, 
 modulates airflow in the vocal tract. These changes 

e airflow properties are perceived by listener as 
onal content.
ch an emotion classification system could not only 
ed to increase robustness in speech recognition it 
 also contribute to improved systems for to  



handhelds, interactive books, and intelligent dialogue 
systems. These are some of the many areas where such a 
system can play a vital role. 

2. TEAGER ENERGY OPERATOR 
Historically, most approaches to speech modeling have 
taken a linear plane wave point of view. While features 
derived from such analysis can be effective for speech 
coding and recognition, they are clearly removed from 
physical speech modeling. Teager did extensive research 
on nonlinear speech modeling and pioneered the 
importance of analyzing speech signals from an energy 
point of view[5,6]. He devised a simple nonlinear, energy 
tracking operator, for a continuous time signal x(t) as 
follows: 

),()()]([)]([ 2 txtxtxtxc                 (1) 
and for a discrete-time signal x(n) as: 

),1()1()]([ 2 nxnxxnx   (2)  
where [.] is the Teager Energy Operator (TEO).These 
operators were first introduced systematically by 
Kaiser[7,8]. 

It has been observed[1] that under stressful 
conditions, a speech signal fundamental frequency will 
change and hence the distribution pattern of pitch 
harmonics across critical bands will be different then for 
speech under neutral conditions. Therefore, for finer 
resolution of frequencies, the entire audible frequency 
range can be partitioned into many critical bands. Each 
critical band possesses a narrow bandwidth, (i.e., typically 
100-400Hz), thus making this new feature independent of 
the accuracy of median F0 estimation. This is essential as 
reliable pitch estimation in emotional speech is difficult, 
since pitch can increase by more then 200 percent in some 
high stress situations [11]. 

2.1. TEO-CB-AutoEnv : Critical Band Based TEO 
Autocorrelation Envelope 

We can summarize the feature extraction procedure 
mathematically as follows using bandpass filters (BPF) 
centered at critical band frequency locations, 
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 shows a flow diagram of the feature extraction 
ss. The TEO-CB-AutoEnv feature[1] has been 
n to reflect variations in excitation characteristics 
ing pitch harmonics, due to its finer frequency 
tion. However, we believe that the variation in 
tion structure is not uniform across all the bands. In 
revious work [10], we proposed a new weighted 
e which supported our hypothesis. Moreover, we 

showed that specific frequency bands are more 
ive to stress and some to neutral. However, the 
 were determined by testing over the same speakers 
 training set, though the test speech tokens were 

ent from those in the training set.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
oldier of the Quarter Board (SOQ) Speech 

us
ech under stress corpus was collected at the Walter 

 Army Institute of Research. The speech corpus was 
ructed in WRAIR Soldier of the Quarter 
igm[11,12],  by recording the spoken response of 6 
idual soldiers to questions in a neutral setting, and 
 seated in front of a seven person military evaluation 
 (all board members had military rank above the 
r who faced the panel). The SOQ board is a training 
ise and a competition used to prepare soldiers for 
l promotion boards. Subjects in this study were 
dates in the competition who volunteered to be 
d after giving informed consent. Table 1 
arizes average speaker conditions for 6 speakers and 
ech data collection phases before "Day of Board 
)" (A, B, C), during DOB (D), and after DOB 
). Changes in mean heart rate(HR), blood 

ure(sBP, dBP) and pitch(F0) all confirm a change in 
er state between {A,B,C,E,F,G} and D. Further 
 chemical analysis also confirmed that speakers 
 DOB (D) stress condition were in fact stressed. 
Figure 1:  Feature extraction Flow Diagram 
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Table 1: HR - heart rate (in beats per minute), SBP -Systolic 
blood pressure in mm, dBP – Dystolic blood pressure in mm, F0
– Fundamental frequency in Hz.

Results confirm a significant shift in biometric measures 
from the assumed neutral conditions (A,B,C),(E,F,G), 
versus the assumed stress condition (D). Each soldier was 
asked to answer all questions by responding ``the answer 
to this question is NO''. Each speaker was asked the same 
set of 6 different militarily-relevant questions on seven 
occasions. For our evaluations, we focused our analysis 
on the word 'NO'. 

4. EVALUATIONS 
For all evaluations, we used a Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM) classifier, with three states and two Gaussian 
mixtures. The evaluations were performed on the speech 
sound ‘no’ extracted from the corpus. Six speakers were 
used for evaluations 

4.1 Baseline Evaluation 
For baseline evaluation we divided the available corpus 
into three sets: training set, development test-set and open 
testing set. Four speakers were used for training, one for 
development, and one speaker was set aside for testing 
thus allowing us to carry out open speaker evaluation. 
Since the corpus is not large enough to allow the luxury of 
independent sets, we did a round-robin amongst six 
speakers wherein each speaker was tested against 
combination of remaining five speakers. Thus, each of the 
five speakers acted as a development set. Baseline results 
were averaged over all 30 of these evaluations.

4.2 HMM for Frequency Band Analysis 
For frequency band analysis, a second HMM 
classification system was trained with a front-end feature 
made up of the TEO-CB-AutoEnv of each individual 
band. Thus, we have an independent HMM system for 
each band. A separate Neutral and Stress model was 
therefore constructed for every band. We therefore have 
thirty-four single band models, seventeen neutral and 
seventeen stress respectively. Evaluations were performed 
in the same way as in baseline evaluation by using three 
different sets for training, development and testing. 
Development sets were used to determine the band 
weights using the new scheme.   
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Summary Of Mean Biometrics For SOQ Subjects 

Measure  A B 
-7 Day

C
-20 min 

D
Board

E
+20 min

A B 
+7 Day

HR 70.3 70.8 93.2 69.5 67.2 
sBP 118 146 178 154 117 
dBP 77.5 74.8 89.7 71.2 69.5 
F0 103.4 102.7 136.9 104.3 103.1 
Neutral Speech
S 166n 168n 169n 170n 171n 2168n F.D Weights
 1 4 3 4 1 2 4 18 0.12
 2 4 5 4 5 5 5 28 0.18667
 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 4 0.02667
 4 0 2 1 1 0 1 5 0.03333
 5 1 2 0 1 0 1 5 0.03333
 6 1 0 1 0 1 1 4 0.02667
 7 5 4 5 5 5 3 27 0.18
 8 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0.01333
 9 0 0 2 2 5 1 10 0.06667
 10 1 1 1 0 1 1 5 0.03333
 11 3 2 1 3 3 4 16 0.10667
 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 14 3 2 4 5 2 1 17 0.11333
 15 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.00667
 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 17 1 2 2 2 0 1 8 0.05333

SUM 150 1

Stress Speech
RS 166s 168s 169s 170s 171s 2168s F.D Weights
 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0.01667
 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0.01667
 3 2 1 0 2 3 0 8 0.06667
 4 2 0 2 1 3 4 12 0.1
 5 3 2 3 3 3 2 16 0.13333
 6 1 3 2 1 2 1 10 0.08333
 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 8 1 0 2 0 2 2 7 0.05833
 9 0 2 0 1 0 0 3 0.025
 10 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0.01667
 11 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0.00833
 12 2 2 1 3 1 1 10 0.08333
 13 5 3 4 3 2 1 18 0.15
 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 15 3 3 2 3 2 3 16 0.13333
 16 0 3 1 0 2 4 10 0.08333
 17 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 0.025

SUM 120 1

W FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION BASED 
D WEIGHING SCHEME 
realize that selecting a small set of bands for 
fying emotional speech may not result in a consistent 
fier for all speakers. Hence, we propose here to use 
he bands and not only those with low error 
ntage. However, if all bands are weighted equally, 
ands which degrade the performance may offset the 
rmance of sensitive bands. This is especially true in 

stances where the difference between stress and 
al speech is very subtle. In order to solve this 
em, we developed a novel automatic weighting 
e for bands where weights are assigned based on 

ng and development test sets.  

 2: Frequency Distribution table for determination of 
weights. FD = Frequency Distribution 



The scheme, which is very elegant, is also 
computationally simple. For neutral speech, the frequency 
distribution for each band that occurs in the top 5 
performing bands in each evaluation was computed. 
These distributions were summed up across all speakers 
so as to have generic weights. Next each frequency 
distribution was divided by the sum, thus not 
discriminating between any of the 17 bands. As can be 
seen in Table 2, all the weights sum to one. For stressed 
speech, the frequency distribution was computed by 
selecting the top four bands in speaker test in 
development set. The selection of number of bands to use 
was determined empirically. The last column shows the 
computed weights. After the weights have been computed, 
we test these weights using the scoring scheme which we 
proposed earlier[10]. Thus, we are now looking at a 
combination of weighted scores instead of just choosing 
the higher score. The weighted score is calculated below 
using Eqn.3, 
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where,
SSB (n) = Stress Score of Sub-Band n,  
NSB (n) = Neutral Score of Sub-Band n,  

)(nW  = Weight for band n, n=1, 2…17. 
The results of evaluations using new weighing scheme are 
shown in Table 3. Using the entire TEO-CB-AutoEnv 
area feature vector, baseline stress and neutral error rates 
are 69.72% and 16.20% respectively. Using our new 
Automatic Subband weighting scheme the percentage 
stress and neutral rates dropped down to 13.06% and 
3.98% respectively. This corresponds to a relative 
reduction of 81.3% in stress speech detection error rate, 
and a 75.4% percent reduction in neutral speech detection 
rate.

Table 3: Evaluation using New Detection Scheme. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a new frequency distribution based Sub-
band weighting method for stressed speech recognition is 
proposed. The experiments were conducted on six 
speakers from a Soldier of Quarter Board corpus. Results 
showed that speaker-independent stress/neutral 
recognition rates are very high. One of the main 
drawbacks in most studies on emotion recognition is the 
lack of a benchmark database to test different algorithms. 
Also knowledge of ground truth regarding the presence of 
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EVALUATION %NEUTRAL 
ERROR % STRESS ERROR 

Baseline 16.20% 69.72% 
Auto-Weight SB 3.98% 13.06% 
 or emotion is typically lacking. However in our case 
etric measures confirm that subjects were indeed 
 stress. The proposed solution addresses how the 
/emotion classifier will behave when tested on open 
ers not included in the training set. 
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